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Abstract

The prospective future adoption of hydrogen to power the road transportation sector
could greatly improve tropospheric air quality but also raises the question whether the
adoption would have adverse effects on stratospheric ozone. The possibility of these
undesirable impacts must be fully evaluated to guide future policy decisions. Here we5

evaluate the possible impact of a future (2050) H2-based road transportation sector on
stratospheric composition and chemistry, especially on stratospheric ozone, with the
MOZART chemical transport model. Since future growth is highly uncertain we evalu-
ate the impact for two world evolution scenarios, one based on a high emitting scenario
(IPCC A1FI) and the other on a low emitting scenario (IPCC B1), as well as two tech-10

nological options: H2 fuel cells and H2 internal combustion engines. We assume a
H2 leakage rate of 2.5 % and a complete market penetration of H2 vehicles in 2050.
The model simulations show that a H2-based road transportation sector would reduce
stratospheric ozone concentrations as a result of perturbed catalytic ozone destruc-
tion cycles. The magnitude of the impact depends on which growth scenario the world15

evolves and which H2 technology option is applied. For the same world evolution sce-
nario, stratospheric ozone decreases more in the H2 fuel cell scenarios than in the H2
internal combustion engine scenarios because of the NOx emissions in the latter case.
If the same technological option is applied, the impact is larger in the A1FI emission
scenario. The largest impact, a 0.54 % decrease in annual average global mean strato-20

spheric column ozone, is found with a H2 fuel cell type road transportation sector in the
A1FI scenario; whereas the smallest impact, a 0.04 % increase in stratospheric ozone,
is found with applications of H2 internal combustion engine vehicles in the B1 scenario.
The impacts of the other two scenarios fall between the above two bounding scenar-
ios. However, the magnitude of these changes is much smaller than the increases in25

2050 stratospheric ozone expected as stratospheric ozone recovers due to the limits in
ozone depleting substance emissions imposed in the Montreal Protocol.
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1 Introduction

Molecular hydrogen (H2) is being considered as a key energy carrier for transporta-
tion systems of the future because it is potentially cleaner and more efficient than
fossil fuels. The large-scale adoption of H2 to replace fossil fuel in the road trans-
portation sector would change the composition of the atmosphere through changes in5

the emissions of several important chemical species. Atmospheric H2 concentrations
would likely increase due to leakage during its production, transportation and storage
processes while emissions of fossil fuel combustion byproducts including nitrogen ox-
ides (NOx=NO+NO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
would likely decrease.10

There have been a number of studies on the possible impacts of such a transition on
stratospheric composition and chemistry due to concerns that significant reductions in
stratospheric ozone from a H2 economy would lead to increased UV radiation reaching
the surface. However, no consensus has been achieved on how stratospheric ozone
would change as a result of application of H2 technologies. Under a somewhat extreme15

assumption of more than quadrupled surface H2 concentration (2.3 ppmv), and with no
changes in fossil fuel combustion related emissions, a 2-D coupled chemistry-climate
model study by Tromp et al. (2003) found spatial and temporal enhancement of polar
ozone holes, leading to ozone depletion of 3% ∼ 8%, due to lowered stratospheric tem-
peratures, a result of increased stratospheric water vapor from oxidized H2. Warwick20

et al. (2004) found a slight increase (0.1% ∼ 0.6%) in stratospheric ozone, considering
associated changes in CO, NOx, VOCs emissions with H2 fuel cells in a 2-D chem-
istry transport model, with an assumed H2 leakage rate of 5 %. Based on a coupled
chemistry-climate model study, Jacobson (2008) reported a 0.41 % increase in global
column ozone assuming H2 fuel cell vehicles with their associated decrease in fossil25

fuel combustion related emissions and a 3.2 % decrease in atmospheric H2 concentra-
tions due to a 3 % leakage rate.
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In these previous studies the transition to H2 technology was assumed to take place
immediately with the then current (ca. 2000) background atmosphere. In the real world,
however, this transition will take some time to occur, because the industry of H2 pro-
duction and the infrastructure of H2 delivery are not ready, and several technological
barriers need yet to be tackled. Considering these facts we assume a gradual rather5

than an abrupt transition to a H2 powered road transportation sector. We assume that
the transition of the road transportation sector to H2 power will be complete by 2050.
That is, all on-road vehicles operating in 2050 will be powered by H2. This is par-
ticularly relevant to evaluating the stratospheric impacts since the composition of the
background atmosphere in 2050 will be different than the current atmosphere espe-10

cially in regard to the decline of CFCs and other ozone depleting substances due to
the implementation of the Montreal Protocol.

We investigate potential changes in catalytic cycles that determine stratospheric
ozone concentrations in response to the adoption of a H2-based road transportation
sector assuming a perhaps more realistic H2 leakage rate of 2.5 % (Schultz et al., 2003;15

Warwick et al., 2004). Given the uncertainties in projections of future growth and emis-
sions, we evaluate emissions scenarios that encompass several possible growth and
technology adoption paths. The growth scenarios are based on the high and low emit-
ting Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Emissions
Scenarios (SRES), A1FI and B1, respectively. The technological adoption scenarios20

include H2 fuel cell and H2 internal combustion engine options. The impacts of these
emissions are evaluated using the Model for Ozone and related tracers version 3.1
(MOZART 3.1) three-dimensional chemistry transport model. This is the second paper
of two papers on the impacts of a H2-based road transportation sector with emphasis
on the stratospheric ozone, the first focused on tropospheric chemistry (Wang et al.,25

2012).
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2 Emission scenarios

Here we carry out model simulations along with the highest and lowest Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) (IPCC, 2000), A1FI and B1, respectively. For each of these two IPCC scenarios
a baseline and two H2 scenarios are further assumed: (1) The Baseline (BL) scenario5

is the reference scenario for 2050 in which fossil fuel powered vehicles are still the
dominant mode of transportation. (2) The H2 Fuel Cell (H2-FC) scenario, in which the
energy demands of the road transportation sector are met by H2 fuel cell technology. In
this scenario H2 emissions due to leakage as well as reductions in combustion-related
emissions of H2, NOx, VOCs, CO and SO2 are included. (3) The H2 Internal Combus-10

tion Engine (H2-ICE) scenario, in which the energy demands of the road transportation
sector are met by H2 using internal combustion technology. In this scenario, H2 emis-
sions due to leakage as well as reductions in combustion-related emissions of H2,
VOCs, CO and SO2 are included; however, there are no reductions in NOx emissions
because NOx is still a byproduct of internal combustion process regardless of the type15

of fuel.
The future emissions of H2, NOx, CO, and several NMVOCs (non-methane VOCs)

in these assumed scenarios are the same as described in Wang et al. (2012) with the
exception of aerosol emissions which are not included in MOZART 3.1; we assume
a H2 : CO mass emission factor of 0.03 for fossil fuel combustion and a H2 leakage20

rate of 2.5 %. For more details see Wang et al. (2012). A short description of related
emissions is presented here.

Annual global emissions of H2, CO, NMVOCs and NOx of current (2000) and 2050
(baseline and H2 scenarios) are listed in Table 1. Global emissions increase in the 2050
A1FI baseline (A1FI BL) scenario for H2 (42 %), CO (35 %), NMVOCs (28 %) and NOx25

(115 %) relative to 2000. In the 2050 B1 baseline (B1 BL) scenario, global emissions
decrease from 2000 for H2 (19 %), CO (10 %) and NMVOCs (6 %); NOx emissions
increase by 5 %.
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In the A1FI scenarios with a H2 road transportation sector, global H2 emissions in-
crease by 81 % relative to the 2050 A1FI baseline scenario, or increase by 157 % from
the 2000 emissions. Meanwhile, global emissions in the 2050 H2-FC and H2-ICE sce-
narios decrease for CO (25 %), NMVOCs (14 %) and NOx (29 % in H2-FC; 0 % in H2-
ICE), compared to the 2050 A1FI baseline scenario. If compared with the 2000 emis-5

sions, in a 2050 A1FI world with a H2 road transportation sector emissions increase,
for CO (1.6 %), NMVOCs (10 %) and NOx (53 % in H2-FC), to a lesser extent than in
the A1FI baseline scenario.

In the B1 scenarios with a H2 road transportation sector, global H2 emissions in-
crease by 64 % relative to the 2050 B1 baseline scenario, or increase by 33 % from the10

2000 emissions. Concurrently, global emissions in the 2050 H2-FC and H2-ICE scenar-
ios decrease for CO (10 %), NMVOCs (8 %) and NOx (24 % in H2-FC; 0 % in H2-ICE),
compared to the 2050 B1 baseline scenario. If compared with the 2000 emissions,
in a 2050 B1 world with a H2 road transportation sector emissions decrease, for CO
(19 %), NMVOCs (13 %) and NOx (20 % in H2-FC), to a greater extent than in the B115

baseline scenario.
These emissions are input to the model as monthly varying maps at the model res-

olution.

3 Model description

In this study, we evaluate the atmospheric impacts with the Model for OZone And20

Related chemical Tracers (MOZART) version 3.1 global chemistry transport model.
MOZART-3 has been used and evaluated in a number of studies (e.g. Gettelman
et al., 2004; Kinnison et al., 2007; Kulawik et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009, 2011; Pan
et al., 2007; Park et al., 2004). The model simulates the atmosphere from the sur-
face to 0.001 Pa level (∼115 km) by dividing it vertically into 60 layers. Horizontally25

the globe is partitioned into 96 grids on latitude and 144 grids on longitude, corre-
sponding to a resolution of 1.9◦ ×2.5◦ (latitude × longitude). It simulates in a detailed
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fashion the physical and chemical processes of the troposphere and stratosphere. It
has 108 species, 71 photochemical reactions, 218 gas phase reactions and 18 hetero-
geneous reactions including heterogeneous chemistry in the stratosphere and polar
stratospheric cloud processes. The model is driven with meteorology from a year of
simulation of the Whole-Atmosphere Community Climate Model version 3 (WACCM-3)5

(Sassi et al., 2004), which represents the mid-1990s atmosphere. This meteorology is
repeated for each year for multiyear simulations. We have chosen to use this meteo-
rology since in this study we focus on emissions changes’ impacts on photochemistry
and because predicting meteorological conditions in 2050 with reasonable confidence
is highly difficult. In addition, previous studies (e.g. Lin et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008)10

have shown that emissions changes will likely be more important than changes in cli-
mate on atmospheric composition and chemistry in the future.

The model is integrated with a time step of 15 min. After completion of one year’s
calculation, the meteorology field is repeated for the next year. This method allows the
impact of changes in emissions to be investigated excluding the possible influences of15

changes in meteorology. The lower boundary concentrations of CH4 and N2O are set
to 2.4 ppmv and 0.35 ppmv, respectively, according to the IPCC A1B scenario (IPCC,
2000). Lower boundary conditions for halocarbons are prescribed according to the
2050 concentrations in the Ab baseline scenario developed by the World Meteorolog-
ical Organization (WMO, 2003). The model is run for 12 yr and has reached steady20

state. Our analysis is based on results from the last year of simulation.

4 Model results and discussion

In this section we describe and discuss the results of the model simulations. Here the
stratosphere refers to the model levels above the tropopause and we adopt the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) definition of tropopause, i.e. the lowest level at25

which the lapse rate decreases to 2 Kkm−1 or less. Our modeling results show that the
combined effect of increased H2 emissions and other emission changes in a H2-based
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road transport sector would tend to decrease ozone concentrations in the stratosphere
in all scenarios except for the B1 H2-ICE scenario. The overall effects on annually, glob-
ally averaged stratospheric column ozone are –0.54 %, –0.23 %, –0.20 % and +0.04 %
for A1FI H2-FC, A1FI H2-ICE, B1 H2-FC and B1 H2-ICE scenarios, respectively. First
we will analyze the Baseline scenarios with a fossil fuel based road transportation sec-5

tor and then the scenarios with H2 technologies will be discussed and compared with
the baseline scenario.

4.1 Baseline scenarios

In the 2050 Baseline simulations stratospheric ozone has recovered to a significant
extent compared with today’s atmosphere, as would be expected from future decline10

of atmospheric halogen concentrations. On an annual mean global average basis,
stratospheric column ozone increases by ∼13 DU (1 Dobson Unit (DU) corresponds
to 2.69×1020 ozone molecules per square meter) in the 2050 A1FI BL scenario and
by ∼11 DU in the 2050 B1 BL scenario, from the mid-1990s atmosphere. Figure 1
shows stratospheric column ozone and its increase from the current atmosphere as15

a function of latitude and time of year in the two baseline scenarios. The increase is
not uniform in space and time. The increase is least in the tropics, where stratospheric
ozone increases by ∼5 DU. Outside the tropics, the increase is generally greater than
in the tropics, but bears inter-hemispheric asymmetry; the increase in the Southern
Hemisphere is generally greater than in the Northern Hemisphere. The increase in the20

hemispheric spring is largest throughout a year. Arctic stratospheric column ozone in-
creases by ∼20 and ∼15 DU in the 2050 A1FI and B1 baseline scenarios. In October
and November Antarctic stratospheric column ozone increases by more than 70 DU
from the current value (∼150 DU) to ∼220 DU, signaling a partial but still significant
Antarctic ozone hole recovery. These results are within the range reported in WMO25

(2011). The recovery of the Antarctica ozone hole in October compares well with the
average of model simulations in WMO (2011).
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4.2 H2 fuel cell scenarios

The annual mean global average stratospheric column ozone in the A1FI H2-FC sce-
nario decreases by 0.54 % (∼1.5 DU) from the A1FI baseline. In the tropics, zonal
mean stratospheric column ozone decreases by less than 1 DU from December to
May; whereas it decreases by 1 ∼ 1.5DU from June to November (Fig. 2a). Outside5

the tropics the reductions are even larger (greater than 1.5 DU). There is a large de-
crease (more than 2 DU) occurring north of 35◦ N from September to February, with
the maximum reduction of 2.5 DU (0.8 %) appearing at ∼40◦ N in October. There is
also a more than 2 DU reduction in the southern mid-latitudes from mid-June to March.

In the B1 H2-FC scenario the annual, global mean stratospheric column ozone de-10

creases by 0.20 % (∼0.5 DU) from the B1 baseline scenario. The pattern of decrease
is similar to that in the A1FI scenario, but the magnitude is smaller (Fig. 2b). The de-
crease in the tropics does not exceed 0.6 DU (or 0.2 %) throughout a year, while the
decrease is even smaller (<0.4 DU or 0.15 %) from December to June. Again, there
are larger reductions outside the tropics (greater than 0.6 DU or 0.2 %). In the Northern15

Hemisphere, there is a significant decrease (more than 0.8 DU) present north of 35◦ N
from September to February. In the Southern Hemisphere, there is a band of significant
decrease (more than 0.6 DU or 0.2 %) between 30◦ S and 60◦ S.

In both the A1FI and B1 H2-FC scenarios, ozone concentrations are reduced
throughout most of the stratosphere; however, there is a layer of slight increase of less20

than 1 %, or 1×1010 moleculescm−3 in the middle stratosphere (Fig. 3). This layer of
increased ozone is about 10 km thick and starts from ∼20 km altitude in the poles and
from ∼29 km altitude in the tropics. Above this layer in the upper stratosphere, ozone
concentrations are reduced by less than 1×1010 moleculescm−3, or 1 %. Below the
increased ozone layer the ozone concentration reductions are greater as the altitude25

decreases.
The most significant reductions in annual, zonal mean ozone concentrations are

in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UT/LS) region. At each altitude level,
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ozone concentrations decreased more near the poles (up to 10×1010 moleculescm−3

in A1FI and up to 5×1010 moleculescm−3 in B1) than in the tropics (around 4×
1010 moleculescm−3 in A1FI and around 2×1010 moleculescm−3 in B1). The relative
reduction, however, is greater in the tropics as there is less ozone in the baseline sce-
nario. The maximum zonal mean O3 relative reduction (up to 10 % in A1FI and up to 5 %5

in B1) is at approximately 13 km altitude around 15◦ N. In the lowermost stratosphere,
ozone reductions occur partly because of the influence of the underlying troposphere,
where ozone concentrations are reduced due to the reduced tropospheric ozone pre-
cursor emissions associated with the adoption of H2 fuel cells (Wang et al., 2012), and
partly because local ozone production is reduced as a result of a strong reduction in10

NOx concentrations. As shown in Fig. 4, NOx mixing ratios in the tropical UT/LS region
decrease by up to 12 % (75 pptv) in the A1FI and by up to 8 % (30 pptv) in the B1 H2-
FC scenarios relative to their corresponding baseline scenarios. The reduction in the
tropical ozone production reduces the amount of ozone transported to the mid-latitudes
and the poles. The impact of the tropospheric air and the tropospheric ozone forma-15

tion mechanism on UT/LS ozone concentrations diminishes with increasing altitude. At
higher altitudes, perturbations to the catalytic ozone destruction cycles contribute more
to the changes in ozone concentrations.

In the mid-latitude lower stratosphere, it is well established that catalytic cycles in-
volving HOx dominate local ozone destruction (e.g. Wennberg et al., 1994; WMO,20

1995). In these model simulations HOx catalytic cycles contribute the most to the ozone
loss rate in the stratosphere below 20 km altitude at 35◦ N at the September equinox.
HOx concentrations are predicted to increase by around 3 % (∼ 1×105 moleculescm−3)
and 1 % (∼ 0.5×105 moleculescm−3) for the A1FI and B1 scenarios, respectively
(Fig. 5). As a direct result, the ozone loss cycles catalyzed by HOx are enhanced.25

At the same time, NOx concentrations are reduced throughout the stratosphere in the
H2-FC scenarios (Fig. 4). The increased stratospheric HOx concentrations contribute
to the reductions in stratospheric NOx through the reaction

OH+NO2 +M → HNO3 +M (R1)
19432
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Additionally, stratospheric NOx is also likely to be affected by the drastic changes in
tropospheric NOx concentration in the H2-FC scenarios. The major source of NOx in
the stratosphere is the reaction of N2O with O(1D). However, N2O and O(1D) concen-
trations are not significantly affected by the perturbation of a H2-FC sector. It has been
proposed that reactive nitrogen (NOy) in the upper troposphere over tropical regions5

can significantly impact lower stratosphere NOy concentrations (Ko et al., 1986) due to
NOy’s longer lifetime than NOx and strong upwelling in this region. This hypothesis is
supported by observations (e.g. Murphy et al., 1993). In this study, NOy concentrations
in the UT/LS region in 2050 are calculated to be about 1 ppbv in all scenarios, exceed-
ing the threshold mixing ratio of 0.6 ppbv suggested by Murphy et al. (1993). Therefore,10

increased NOy concentrations in the UT/LS region are likely to impact the stratospheric
NOy abundance. In the H2-FC scenarios, model results show that NOy concentrations
in the UT/LS region are significantly reduced (by ∼15 % for A1FI and by ∼8 % for B1),
likely leading to decreased NOx and NOy in the stratosphere.

Furthermore, the NOx reduction impacts the HOx cycles through Reactions (1) and15

HO2 +NO → OH+NO2 (R2)

hence affecting HOx as well as the partitioning between HO2 and OH. In this case, HO2
concentrations increase due to decreased availability of NO in Reaction (2), leading to
enhanced ozone loss since the rate of HOx cycles is dependent on HO2 concentrations
to the first order. Meanwhile, the rate of Reaction (1) would fall as NO concentrations20

decrease, making Reaction (1) a smaller HOx sink.
Both of these effects tend to further enhance the HOx cycles. As shown in Fig. 6,

the daily average ozone destruction rate by the HOx cycles at 35◦ N at the September
equinox is increased by 2 % (A1FI) and 1 % (B1) at 20 km altitude (Fig. 6); the total
ozone destruction rate by all catalytic cycles increased by 0.5 % (A1FI) and 0.2 % (B1)25

due to enhanced HOx cycles.
In addition to promoting the HOx cycles, a decrease in NOx concentrations also leads

to an enhancement of the halogen cycles via NOx/halogen cycles coupling. Neverthe-
less, this enhancement would have a smaller impact on ozone concentrations since
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in 2050 halogen cycles are only responsible for a few percent of ozone destruction
rate in the lower stratosphere, in which stratospheric halogen loading is expected to
be significantly smaller than today’s. As shown in Fig. 6, the overall ozone destruction
rate is enhanced by 0.1 % in the A1FI and 0.04 % in the B1 scenarios due to the halo-
gen cycles at 35◦ N at the September equinox at 20 km level. In sum, the decrease in5

ozone concentrations in the lower stratosphere in the A1FI and B1 H2-FC scenarios is
primarily due to an intensification of the HOx catalyzed O3 destruction cycles.

In the middle stratosphere (25–35 km altitude in the tropics, somewhat lower at
higher latitudes) annually, zonally averaged ozone concentrations increase by up to
0.4 % in both the A1FI and B1 H2-FC scenarios (Fig. 3). Even though ozone loss rate10

due to HOx catalytic cycles increases due to the previously discussed mechanisms in
this region, the overall ozone loss rate is slowed down because NOx cycles dominate
ozone loss in the middle stratosphere and NOx concentrations are reduced in this re-
gion. As shown in Fig. 4, annually, zonally averaged NOx concentrations decrease by
∼3 % (∼50 pptv) in the A1FI and by ∼2 % (∼20 pptv) in the B1 scenario. The NOx con-15

centration decrease is due to enhancement of Reaction (1), through which increased
HOx concentrations make this Reaction a larger NOx sink and, likely due to decreases
in NOx concentrations in the underlying atmosphere. The ozone loss rate due to NOx
catalyzed cycles is reduced throughout most of the stratosphere (Fig. 6); however, its
impact on ozone concentrations is only significant in the middle stratosphere where20

NOx cycles dominate ozone destruction. As shown in Fig. 6, the overall ozone destruc-
tion rate at 25 km altitude at 35◦ N at the September equinox is decreased by 0.35 %
in the A1FI and by 0.13 % in the B1 scenario due to the attenuation of the NOx cat-
alyzed ozone destruction cycles. Therefore, a slight ozone concentration increase is
calculated in the middle stratosphere in both the H2-FC scenarios. The increase in25

ozone concentration in the middle stratosphere, however, cannot fully compensate the
decrease in the lower stratosphere since ozone molecules per unit volume is lower at
higher altitude.
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In the upper stratosphere, HOx catalyzed cycles again dominate ozone loss cycles.
The HOx concentrations increase by 2–3 % in the A1FI and by ∼1 % in the B1 sce-
narios (Fig. 5). This increase is due to enhanced H2 abundance and the decline in
the rate of Reaction (1) as a result of the NOx concentrations decrease. As a direct
result, HOx catalyzed cycles are enhanced. As shown in Fig. 6, the ozone destruction5

rate due to HOx cycles at 25 km altitude at 35◦ N at the September equinox level is
increased by 0.3 % in the A1FI and 0.13 % in the B1 scenarios. The resulting O3 con-
centration decline in this region is less than 1 % in the A1FI and B1 H2-FC scenarios
(Fig. 3). Its impact on stratospheric column ozone is small owing to the low molecule
concentrations at such high altitudes.10

4.3 H2 internal combustion engine scenarios

The overall impact of a H2-ICE road transportation sector on stratospheric ozone con-
centration is smaller compared with the corresponding H2-FC scenarios mainly be-
cause of NOx being higher for the ICE scenarios. The annually, globally averaged
stratospheric column ozone in the A1FI H2-ICE scenario would be reduced by 0.23 %,15

or 0.5DU. Stratospheric column ozone decreases north of 50◦ S but increases south
of this latitude (Fig. 7a). In the tropics, stratospheric column ozone decreases by 0.1–
0.3 %, or 0–1 DU throughout a year. In the northern mid- and high-latitudes, strato-
spheric column ozone decreases by more than 1 DU. The greatest decrease (1.5 DU or
0.6 %) occurs at the northern mid-latitudes from September to January. In the Antarctic20

region, stratospheric column ozone increases by up to 3 DU, or 1 % from October to
December.

From the zonal average perspective, annual mean ozone concentrations are reduced
in the lower stratosphere in the A1FI H2-ICE scenario (Fig. 8a). In the tropics, the
reduction extends to the middle stratosphere (30 km altitude). The maximum relative25

reduction (5 %) occurs at 17 km altitude just north of the equator, whereas the largest
concentration change (a decrease of 8×1010 moleculescm−3) is at 12 km in the Arctic
region. There are very slight ozone reductions above 45 km altitude in the tropics and
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above 48 km altitude in the poles. Ozone concentrations are increased in the rest of
the stratosphere, but the relative increase does not exceed 1 %. There is an increase
of up to 8×1010 moleculescm−3 around 18 km in the Antarctic region.

As in the H2-FC scenarios, ozone concentration changes in the H2-ICE scenarios are
a result of changes in radical concentrations, which affect the catalytic cycles destruc-5

ting stratospheric ozone. HOx concentrations decrease in the upper troposphere due
to the reduced NMVOCs emissions in the A1FI H2-ICE scenario, as NMVOCs oxida-
tion provides a HOx source in the upper troposphere. Increase in NOx concentrations
(Fig. 10a) also contributes to the HOx decrease through Reaction (1). This decrease
penetrates into the lower stratosphere with rising air from the tropics. Figure 9a shows10

the pattern of HOx reductions, which diminish with altitude. Above 20 km in the trop-
ics and above 15 km near the poles, HOx concentrations increases slightly as the H2
leaked into the atmosphere provides a HOx source in the stratosphere.

NOx concentrations decrease in the middle stratosphere but increase in the upper
and lower stratosphere in the A1FI H2-ICE scenario (Fig. 10a). In the lower strato-15

sphere NOx concentrations increase because of the NOx budget increase through-
out the troposphere since in the H2-ICE scenarios NOx is still emitted as combustion
byproduct of internal combustion engines (Wang et al., 2012). Meanwhile, the decrease
in HOx concentrations (Fig. 9a) decreases the NOx loss due to Reaction (1), which in
turn increases NOx. In the middle stratosphere where HOx concentrations (Fig. 9a) are20

increased, the NOx loss due to Reaction (1) is reduced, resulting in increased NOx
concentrations. The maximum reduction, around 24 pptv, occurs at 35 km level near
the equator.

As shown in Fig. 11a, the ozone destruction rate due to HOx cycles at 35◦ N at
the September equinox increases by 0.4 % to 1.1 % between 20 km and 50 km levels25

in the A1FI H2-ICE scenario, a direct result of increased HOx concentrations. In the
middle stratosphere between 28 km and 40 km levels, the increase in the ozone de-
struction rate due to HOx cycles is more than 1 %. However, the contribution of HOx
cycles to the total ozone destruction rate is least in the middle atmosphere (Fig. 11b)
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because NOx cycles dominate ozone destruction here. In the upper and lower strato-
sphere where HOx cycles dominate, contributions of the HOx cycles to the total ozone
loss rate increase by 0.35 % at 45 km level and by 0.3 % at 21 km level. This intensi-
fication is damped and even offset by the attenuation of the NOx cycles in the lower
and middle stratosphere, resulting in reduction in total ozone loss rate between 23 and5

30 km levels. The combined impact of the perturbations to different catalytic cycles on
ozone is a small in magnitude but spatially widespread ozone concentration increase
in the middle stratosphere (Fig. 8a). However, this increase does not fully compensate
the decrease in column in the lower stratosphere because ozone is denser in terms of
molecular number concentration at lower levels. The global-mean column ozone in the10

stratosphere would still be 0.23 % less than that in the A1FI BL atmosphere.
In the B1 H2-ICE scenario the annual, global mean stratospheric column ozone is

increased by 0.04 %, or 0.1 DU. Stratospheric column ozone is reduced north of 10◦ S
but is increased south of this latitude throughout the year (Fig. 7b). The decrease in
stratospheric column ozone in the Northern Hemisphere is no more than 0.5 DU. There15

is an increase of up to 3.5 DU, or 1 %, in stratospheric column ozone in the Antarctic
region from October to December.

From the zonal mean perspective, annual mean ozone concentrations are reduced
in the lower stratosphere in the B1 H2-ICE scenario (Fig. 8b). The reduction pattern
resembles that in the A1FI H2-FC scenario, but the magnitude of reduction is much20

smaller. The maximum relative reduction (1.5 %) occurs at 17 km altitude, whereas
the concentration change is less than 2×1010 moleculescm−3. Ozone concentrations
are increased in the rest of the stratosphere (except two cells of very slight reduction
at 30 km level between 30◦ S and 60◦ S and between 30◦ N and 60◦ N). There is up
to 7×1010 moleculescm−3, ∼1 %, increase in ozone concentrations at levels around25

18 km in the Antarctic region.
Again, HOx concentrations decrease in the troposphere in the B1 H2-ICE scenario,

for the reason mentioned in discussion of the A1FI H2-ICE scenario. This decrease in
the B1 H2-ICE scenario is smaller in magnitude compared with that in the A1FI H2-ICE
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scenario, but penetrates higher into the middle stratosphere (Fig. 9b), as the smaller
strength of HOx source from the H2 leakage emission in the B1 H2-ICE scenario cannot
fully offset the decrease originated in the upper troposphere.

NOx concentrations increase in the whole stratosphere except a small region in the
Southern Hemisphere a few kilometers above the tropopause in the B1 H2-ICE sce-5

nario (Fig. 10b). In the lower stratosphere NOx concentrations increase as they do in
the A1FI H2-ICE scenario, but again the magnitude of increase is smaller. In the South-
ern Hemisphere, the changes of NOx concentrations are in the opposite sign to that of
HOx concentrations (Fig. 9b), indicating a link between HOx and NOx concentrations
via Reaction (1). In the Northern Hemisphere, NOx concentrations increase as a re-10

sult of the widespread decrease in HOx concentrations (Fig. 9b). The increase in NOx
concentrations in the middle and upper stratosphere can be as much as 20 ppbv, how-
ever, the perturbation to the NOx cycles is relatively small because the baseline NOx
concentrations are high in this region.

In the stratosphere between 20 km and 50 km levels at 35◦ N at the September15

equinox, the perturbations to each catalytic cycles are modest (between –0.1 % and
+0.3 %) except for the halogen cycles, which decrease by 1.5 % to 2.4 % (Fig. 11c).
Despite the NOx concentration increase (less than 1 %) throughout the stratosphere,
the impact of the enhanced NOx catalyzed cycles on ozone in the lower stratosphere is
“buffered” by the decrease in the halogen catalyzed cycles (Fig. 11d). Increased NOx20

concentrations lead to slower halogen catalyzed cycles via halogen/NOx coupling, be-
having like a buffer (Nevison et al., 1999). In the upper stratosphere, enhanced HOx cat-
alyzed cycles are compensated by decreased halogen catalytic cycles. The resulting
ozone loss rate is slowed down throughout the stratosphere. Zonal mean ozone con-
centrations increase slightly throughout the middle and upper stratosphere (Fig. 11b).25

In the lower stratosphere, ozone decreases in the tropics and the Northern Hemisphere
due to tropospheric impact, but increases in the southern high latitudes, where halo-
gen catalyzed ozone loss cycles dominate, and halogen cycles are slowed down in this
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region as NOx concentrations increase. In the B1 H2-ICE scenario the overall impact on
stratospheric column ozone of is minimal (+0.04 %) among the studied H2 scenarios.

5 Conclusions

In this study the possible impact of a future H2-based road transportation sector on
stratospheric composition and chemistry was investigated through chemistry-climate5

model simulations of the 2050 atmosphere based on several emission scenarios de-
signed to bracket the possible future changes in emissions. These scenarios are based
on the IPCC high (A1FI) and low (B1) emitting paths. In addition, the impacts of two
H2 technology options are assessed: utilizing H2 in fuel cells and utilizing H2 in internal
combustion engines.10

These results suggest that future implementation of a H2-based road transportation
sector would perturb stratospheric chemistry, by means of affecting catalytic ozone
destruction cycles involving HOx, NOx, and halogens. The magnitude of the impact de-
pends on the future growth path as well as the H2 technology adopted. In general the
impact is larger for the A1FI based scenarios than the corresponding B1 based scenar-15

ios, and the H2-FC scenarios result in more ozone loss than the H2-ICE scenarios. The
impact on global stratospheric column ozone is considerable for the A1FI scenarios
(–0.54 % for H2-FC and –0.23 % for H2-ICE) and for the B1 H2-FC scenario (–0.20 %)
while there is a slight increase (0.04 %) for the B1 H2-ICE scenario. The largest relative
reduction of ozone concentration occurs in the lower stratosphere where HOx cycles20

dominate O3 loss and impact from the underlying troposphere is prominent. In the mid-
dle stratosphere ozone concentrations increase slightly while at higher altitudes they
either decrease slightly or increase slightly depending on scenarios. These changes
have relatively little impact on column ozone since ozone at this level only makes up
a small fraction in terms of column ozone, due to the low ozone number concentra-25

tion there. It is important to note that the chosen emission scenarios are developed
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with a 100 % market penetration assumption. Less impact on stratospheric ozone is
possible in the case of an intermediate market penetration.

It is important to note that even though a H2-based road transportation sector is likely
to decrease stratospheric ozone, this reduction is considerably less than the ozone
recovery due to the reductions in ozone depleting substances, e.g. CFCs, from the5

atmosphere in 2050. In terms of total column ozone, our results suggest that there
would still be 4% ∼ 5% more ozone in the 2050 atmosphere with a H2-based road
transportation sector than that in today’s atmosphere. Therefore, the ozone reduction
due to a H2-based road transportation sector should not constitute a major concern on
stratospheric ozone and increased UV radiation at the surface in 2050.10
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Table 1. Annual-mean global emissions of key species for the scenarios developed for this
study.

Species H2 CO NOx NMVOCs
Unit Tgyr−1 Tgyr−1 TgNyr−1 Tgyr−1

2000 40.0 1361.2 43.8 469.6
2050 A1FI BL 56.6 1844.7 94.3 600.9
2050 A1FI H2-FC 102.7 1383.4 67.2 518.5
2050 A1FI H2-ICE 102.7 1383.4 94.3 518.5
2050 B1 BL 32.4 1223.3 46.0 442.7
2050 B1 H2-FC 53.2 1107.1 34.8 408.5
2050 B1 H2-ICE 53.2 1107.1 46.0 408.5
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Fig. 1. 2050 zonal mean stratospheric column O3 (shown by color in units of DU) and the
increase from today’s atmosphere (a model run representing mid-1990s atmosphere) (shown
by contours in units of DU) as a function of latitude and time of a year for (a) A1FI BL and (b) B1
BL scenarios.
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Fig. 2. Zonal mean stratospheric column O3 changes in units of DU (shown by color) and
the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-FC scenarios compared with the BL
scenarios as a function of latitude and time of a year for (a) A1FI and (b) B1 scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Annually, zonally averaged O3 concentration changes in units of 1010 moleculescm−3

(shown by color) and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-FC scenarios
compared with the BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1
scenarios.
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Fig. 4. Annually, zonally averaged NOx concentration changes in units of pptv (shown by color)
and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-FC scenarios compared with the
BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1 scenarios.
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Fig. 5. Annually, zonally averaged HOx concentration changes in units of 106 moleculescm−3

(shown by color) and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-FC scenarios
compared with the BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1
scenarios.
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Fig. 6. Changes in contributions of different catalytic O3 destruction cycles to the total O3 loss
in the H2-FC scenarios compared to the Baseline scenario. Panels (a) and (b) are for A1FI
and panels (c) and (d) are for B1. (a and c) % change in contribution of each catalytic cycle
compared to its contribution in the BL; (b and d) % change in contributions of different catalytic
O3 destruction cycles compared to the total O3 loss rate in BL. All figures are daily averaged
values for the September equinox at 35◦ N.
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Fig. 7. Zonal mean stratospheric column O3 changes in units of DU (shown by color) and
the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-ICE scenarios compared with the BL
scenarios as a function of latitude and time of a year for (a) A1FI and (b) B1 scenarios.
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Fig. 8. Annually, zonally averaged O3 concentration changes in units of 1010 moleculescm−3

(shown by color) and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-ICE scenarios
compared with the BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1
scenarios.
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Fig. 9. Annually, zonally averaged HOx concentration changes in units of 106 moleculescm−3

(shown by color) and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-ICE scenarios
compared with the BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1
scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Annually, zonally averaged NOx concentration changes in units of pptv (shown by color)
and the relative change in % (shown by contours) in the H2-ICE scenarios compared with the
BL scenarios as a function of latitude and altitude for (a) A1FI and (b) B1 scenarios.
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Fig. 11. Changes in contributions of different catalytic O3 destruction cycles to the total O3 loss
in the H2-ICE scenarios compared to the Baseline scenario. Panels (a) and (b) are for A1FI
and panels (c) and (d) are for B1. (a and c) % change in contribution of each catalytic cycle
compared to its contribution in the BL; (b and d) % change in contributions of different catalytic
O3 destruction cycles compared to the total O3 loss rate in BL. All figures are daily averaged
values for the September equinox at 35◦ N.
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